ABSTRACT It is fundamental to discover frequent network modules from multiple networks as they serve gene co-expression modules, biological pathways, or protein complexes. The rapid accumulation of biological network data has enabled the discovery of frequent network modules. There have been a number of algorithms developed for the discovery of frequent network modules in the past years, but most of them do not perform consistently well evaluated by accuracy and efficiency. Therefore, it is essential to develop new algorithms capable of effectively and efficiently extracting the significant modules. We introduce MiMod, a robust algorithm for mining the frequent network modules based on enhancing the sensitivity to mine frequent network modules via introducing a so-called compatible graph with edge weight reflecting frequent degree of local subnetworks. Tested on 43 gene co-expression networks from GEO and 13 tissue-specific protein interaction networks from SNAP, the MiMod, respectively, discovered 4805 and 485 biologically important and frequent modules that are missed by others. In addition, we found that the likelihood for a network module to be biologically meaningful increases with its density and frequency. Moreover, we also found highly cooperative relationships in the modules of protein complex networks, thus demonstrating the necessity of revealing frequent modules from multiple networks.
I. INTRODUCTION
High-throughput biological technologies have provided large-scale genomic and proteomic data such as gene expression patterns and protein interactions. To functionally characterize the genes or proteins, one commonly used method is to firstly cluster them with similar expression patterns or close interactions and then annotate the functions of the unknown genes or proteins based on their similarity to annotated ones [1] . However, genes with similar expression patterns may not have the same functions, since an experimental condition may perturb multiple biological pathways, so that genes belonging to different pathways may display similar expression patterns [2] . Similarly, protein interactions observed in one tissue may possess weak statistical significance in tissues of other types.
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One straight approach to overcome this problem is to integrate multiple biological networks, e.g., gene regulatory network, gene co-expression network and protein-protein interaction network, and then discover frequent network modules occurring in multiple networks. Genes of a frequent network module occurring in multiple networks are more probable to belong to the same functional module.
It has been observed that mining network modules from multiple biological networks is more meaningful than from a single network. There have been several algorithms developed for excavating frequent network modules based on graph clustering techniques [2] - [9] . Lee et al. [3] developed an algorithm using a summary graph, where two nodes are connected by an edge if and only if they are frequently connected by an edge in the multiple networks, to which MCODE, a graph clustering tool, is applied to extract dense subgraphs. However, the frequent edges may not co-occur in the same networks, leading to high false positives. To avoid this defect, Hu et al. [4] released CODENSE by employing a clustering tool MODES on the summary and line graphs to extract frequent modules. Although both density and frequency are exploited in this method, they are considered respectively on two separate graph models, primary graph and line graph. Moreover, different similarity metrics (Pearson's correlation coefficient and Euclidean distance) and cutoffs are used in constructing the primary graph and line graph. Because Euclidean distance is scale-dependent, it's difficult for users to set the parameters when building line graphs. Salem and Ozcaglar [10] presented an algorithm resorting to a hybrid similarity graph, with nodes representing the edges in the original networks and an edge representing the hybrid similarity between the two edges in the original networks, to which MCL [11] is applied to extract dense sub-graphs. However, it demands relatively large computational resources in practice. In addition, MCL is directed against clustering on small-scale graphs, and thus laborious to handle larger ones.
There are some algorithms aiming to discover cooccurring edge sets by employing optimization tools [2] . Huang et al. [2] developed an algorithm by identifying dense submatrices using simulated annealing heuristic [12] . It is prone to discover frequent network modules without density guaranteed, and thus leading to higher false positive. Li et al. [5] introduced NetsTensor by modeling the problem as a multi-stage convex relaxation problem. It pursued speed at cost of high spatial expenses due to a large number of constraints involving a great many variables. Salem and Ozcaglar [13] introduced an algorithm by applying the biclustering tool GenMax [14] to a binary matrix with rows corresponding to the edges in the summary graph, and columns to the networks. The time cost will be mainly dominated by employing the biclustering tool GenMax on the whole binary matrix. Yang et al. [15] presented a new tool cmFSM to improve the efficiency by employing a parallel accelerating tool MIC. The parallelization does improve the efficiency to some extent, but it puts forward higher requirement for computation configuration, which restricts its spread.
To circumvent the obstacles, we herein designed MiMod, a multi-staged pipeline to mine frequent network modules by employing a biclustering tool BiMax [16] on the compatible graphs (CG) which are defined locally on subsets of the nodes to enhance the sensitivity (the construction method of CG-graphs will be illustrated in ''II. MATERI-ALS AND METHODS''). The MiMod is speeded up based on divide-and-conquer strategy through application of the BiMax to the CG-graphs instead of the whole summary graph (SG-graph) to reveal frequent edge subsets. The edges of CG-graphs were weighed to reflect the frequent degree of local subnetworks containing the individual edges, which makes MiMod more powerful without parameters having to be trained in advance. Only minimum frequency, density and module size are needed to be prespecified by users. It thus avoids overfitting and ad hoc parameter setting.
Tested on 43 gene microarray datasets and 13 tissuespecific protein interaction networks, MiMod respectively identified in total 4805 and 485 frequent network modules. We further validated these modules using those annotated databases, including GO, KEGG, ENCODE, CORUM, BioGrid and MeSH, and compared them with that of NetsTensor. It was confirmed again that the likelihood for a network module to be biologically meaningful increases with its density and frequency [5] . We performed higherorder cooperative analysis to shed lights on the cooperativity among various frequent modules in protein complex network.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
We have N biological networks with nodes representing genes, and two nodes are connected by an edge if and only if the corresponding genes are functionally correlated. The networks can be obtained from gene expression datasets by using a statistical method developed by Huang et al. [2] , [4] . We design an algorithm MiMod to extract all the frequent network modules from the N biological networks in the following steps: i) building a SG-graph; ii) finding communities (CM) from the SG-graph; iii) building a CG-graph for each CM; iv) mining dense subgraphs (DS) from all the CG-graphs; v) identifying frequent edge sets from the CG-graph by using biclustering tool BiMax; vi) discovering all the dense subgraphs on the graphs induced by the frequent edge sets.
Algorithm MiMod

A. BUILDING SG-GRAPH
Given the graph set S = G i |i = 1, 2, . . . , N on the same node set V and the frequency threshold β, we construct the SG-graph on V as follows. For any two nodes v k , v l ∈ V i , we connect them by an edge (v k , v l ) if (v k , v l ) occurs in no less than β graphs. The edge weight w(v k , v l ) is defined as the number of graphs containing this edge. At last, we normalize the edge weights by dividing the maximum edge weight, in order to keep them no larger than 1.
B. FINDING CMS FROM THE SG-GRAPH
We try to detect the CMs on the SG-graph with the help of clusterONE program [17] . In view of the high density of the SG-graph, we complete the community detection task in three steps. Firstly, we mask those edges with weight < α from the SG-graph (α = 0.2 as default). Secondly, clusterONE will be run on the remaining edges of the SG-graph, leading to a number of CMs. Finally, for each of the nodes out of CMs, we add it to the top-γ CMs containing the maximum number of its neighbors (γ = 10 as default). Via finding CMs, the node set V has been partitioned into a number of small node set V 1 ,V 2 , . . ., V n .
C. BUILDING CG-GRAPHS
Given the frequency cutoff β, for each node set V i , we build the CG-graph (denoted as CG i ) on V i as follows. Firstly, for VOLUME 7, 2019 any two nodes v k , v l ∈ V i , we connect them by an edge
In the definition of edge weight, it's clear that the co-occurrence information among v k , v l and their common neighbors are considered at the same time. With this method, the edge weight can quantify both topological and co-occurrence similarity simultaneously. Secondly, we delete the edges with zero weights. Finally, we normalize the edge weights by dividing the maximum edge weight to make them no larger than 1.
D. MINING DSS FROM CG-GRAPHS
We extract overlapping DSs in CG-graph by employing clusterONE [17] . ClusterONE is a graph clustering algorithm that builds on the cohesive score and uses a greedy growth process to find groups of nodes in a protein-protein interaction network, which are likely to correspond to a protein complex. The cohesive score measures how likely a group of nodes form a cluster. The density (resp. number of nodes) of the extracted DSs is set to at least 0.4 (resp. 4) [2] , [4] .
E. EXTRACTION OF FREQUENT EDGE SETS FROM DSs
Construction of summary matrix. For each DS, we construct a summary matrix, denoted by M = m i,j T ×N , where T is the number of edges in the DS, which is a binary matrix with m ij = 1 if the edge e i of the DS is the edge of the j-th graph, and 0 otherwise. Extraction of frequent edge sets. We extract the frequent edge sets by employing the biclustering tool BiMax [16] . We restrict it to find biclusters of at least β columns.
F. IDENTIFICATION OF FREQUENT DENSE SUBGRAPHS
We identify frequent dense subgraphs from the discovered frequent edge sets by employing clusterONE using the same parameter setting as in step.
III. RESULTS
To evaluate the performance of MiMod, we applied it to two sets of real biological networks, a set of 43 gene coexpression networks and a set of 13 human blood tissuespecific protein interaction networks. Meanwhile, we ran NetsTensor on the same sets of networks using the same parameters, for comparison with MiMod.
A. Conserved functional modules in gene co-expression networks
In this section, we detect frequent gene co-expression modules from multiple gene co-expression networks [18] , which were constructed from the data of Gene Expression Omnibus (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/).
1) DATA DESCRIPTION AND MODULE DISCOVERY
We downloaded 43 GDS datasets generated from human gene microarray experiments via Bioconductor package ''GEOquery''. Each of these datasets contains at least 8 columns (http://www.bioconductor.org/packages/release/ bioc/html/GEOquery.html) [19] . The file list is given in TABLE 1. Before running the programs, we pre-processed each of the 43 datasets according to the recommended pipeline [2] , including: i) Original values < 10 are set to 10.
ii) The 10% of the genes with lowest expression variation are deleted, where the expression variation is evaluated by σ/µ, in which µ and σ represent the average value and standard deviation of the expression profile of one gene. iii) Genes with > 30% missing values are discarded. After processing, we built networks by using the method proposed [2] , [4] .
We ran MiMod and NetsTensor and let them discover network modules occurring in at least 4 networks, with minimum density 0.4 and minimum size 4. These settings serve as the baselines for the modules to be found, yet each program has its own method to judge and determine the qualified modules. As for the other parameters, we used the default setting for each program. We let each of them output as many as modules. For purpose of comparison, we consider at most the top-200 modules.
After running MiMod on the 43 human gene microarray datasets, we got 4805 modules, of which the top-ranked 200 modules are composed of 5 ∼ 60 member genes, occurring in 4 ∼ 18 networks and of density 0.4 ∼ 0.7. By comparison, NetsTensor identified 89 modules, composed of 4 ∼ 8 genes, occurring in 4 ∼ 8 networks. Actually, the identified modules could probably possess frequencies, densities and sizes varying within a wide range. Therefore, it demands little a priori knowledge when running MiMod. The distribution of module sizes and frequencies of the two programs are presented in FIGURE 1A∼1D respectively. From FIGURE 1A and FIGURE 1C, we note that MiMod can identify modules of various sizes and frequencies, while NetsTensor can only identify modules of sizes and frequencies within narrow intervals ( FIGURE 1B and FIGURE 1D ). A large proportion of modules discovered by MiMod contain ≥ 9 genes. As known, modules of larger sizes may possess more significant statistical significance. What's more, a small portion (8.5%) of the modules discovered by MiMod have obviously higher frequencies than that by NetsTensor in an overall view. High frequency may convey more significant statistical significance of the modules.
In order to directly compare the modules identified by the two programs, we herein introduce the recovery score, which is defined as follows. Given two sets of modules in form of node set, S 1 and S 2 , the recovery score of S 1 by S 2 is r (S 1 , S 2 ) = 1
where |m 1 ∩ m 2 | means the number of elements in their intersection.
We found that the recovery score of NetsTensor by MiMod is 0.33, while the recovery score of MiMod by NetsTensor is 0.14. The gene sets of the modules discovered by MiMod covers larger proportion (33.0%) of that by NetsTensor than the converse of the statement (14.0%) on average. However, there are still 67.0% of the gene sets of the modules identified by NetsTensor that are not covered by the gene sets of the modules discovered by MiMod.
In order to elucidate the significance of the identified modules, we propose a statistical model to calculate the expected number of modules formed by noise edges. We assume that a noise edge occur independently with a probability q in an observed graph. We assume a uniform distribution for the weights of noise edges, under which an edge is significant with the probability q * . In this way, we can obtain the probability that a noise edge is significant by q = q · q * . We estimate the value of q and q * as follows.q is given as the VOLUME 7, 2019 average density across all the gene co-expression networks (q = 0.11 in this example), while q * is the average value of the cutoffs (q * = 0.38) used to choose significant edges in each network (the values of cutoffs rely on the degree of freedom of t-distribution, i.e. the number of conditions in a microarray). Then q = q · q * = 0.11 · 0.38 = 0.04. The expected number of k-node network modules (i.e. dense subgraphs) can be given below,
where k, N , δ,t and M are the average size of the modules, the total number of nodes, the cutoff of the density of module, the average frequency of the modules and the number of networks. The definitions of s and p are given as follows,
With the relevant values (k = 11, N = 5799, δ = 0.4, t = 5, M = 43) substituted, we have n = 7.63 × 10 −62
1. According the above analysis, the modules identified by MiMod on the 43 gene co-expression networks possess highly statistical significance. To get a general overview, the expected numbers of modules formed by noise edges of different sizes and frequencies are summarized in TABLE 2.
We also perform the same statistical test for the modules identified by NetsTensor, and the expected k-node network modules is 2.18 (k = 6, N = 5799, δ = 0.4, t = 4, M = 43). That means among the modules identified by NetsTensor, there may exist approximately 2 modules formed by noise edges, which mainly results from the low frequency of the discovered modules. In this sense, MiMod is more robust to avoid the impact of noise edges.
2) DISCOVERED MODULES ARE LIKELY TO POSSESS BIOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE
To evaluate the biological significance of the discovered modules, we estimate the extent to which these modules represent functional modules, transcriptional modules, protein complexes, protein-to-protein interactions (PPI) and MeSH terms.
a: FUNCTIONAL MODULE ANALYSIS
We evaluated the functional homogeneity of the set of genes contained in each module by using the information of Gene Ontology (GO) and KEGG pathways. For each module, we tested its enrichment in one of the biological process categories, which is evaluated by hypergeometric q-values. To make sure the specificity of GO categories, we only retain the informative GO categories, which was used for many times [16] , [20] . Detailed information concerning the method to choose informative GO categories can be referred to in Supplementary Materials. In the following context, without special explanation, GO categories refer specially to the informative GO categories. If the member gene set of one module is found significantly enriched in one category with q-value ≤ 0.01, we declared this module to be functionally homogeneous in that category, and we call the category and the module are matched. In fact, there are in total 121 (60.5%) functionally homogeneous modules, which are significantly enriched in at least one of the informative categories. Among the 285 informative categories, 54 (18.9%) were found having at least one functionally homogeneous module matching it. Correspondingly, NetsTensor identified 89 modules at last, of which 41 (46.1%) were functionally homogeneous. 47 (16.5%) informative categories were significantly matched with at least one of the modules discovered by NetsTensor. To compare the quality of modules, we calculated the negative logarithm of q-values of the category-module matches for MiMod and NetsTensor. Comparatively, MiMod possesses higher significant q-values than NetsTensor (FIGURE 2).
Various modules may be matched to the same informative GO category, in which case we call that this category has multi-hit. The categories matched by modules discovered by MiMod are less apt to having multi-hits than that by NetsTensor, i.e. 33 (61.1%) and 35 (74.5%) categories, respectively. On average, the categories matched by the modules discovered by MiMod have more multi-hits than that by NetsTensor, 11.2 and 3.5 modules per category. We calculated the average mutual similarities between the node set of each pair of the modules matched to the same category which is denoted by Inner similarity. The box-plot of the average similarity scores for all matched categories is presented in FIGURE 3. We used Jaccard index to measure the similarity between node sets (see Supplementary Materials) . The average for all these inner similarities is 0.09 for MiMod, and 0.30 for NetsTensor. It is clear that there are very weak similarities among the modules discovered by MiMod, even though these modules are matched to the same category. Therefore, it is probable that some functionally homogeneous modules maybe act as different components from the same one GO category. Relatively, NetsTensor omitted a relatively larger number of functionally homogeneous modules.
The functionally homogeneous modules discovered by MiMod cover a wide range of biological processes: differentiation, cellular response, RNA catabolic process, rRNA processing, protein folding, and complex assembly. As shown in FIGURE 4A, strong dependence on module density and frequency exist for the proportion of functionally homogeneous modules. For example, restricted to the modules with density ≥ 0.55, 52.0%/66.7%/100.0% of them with frequency ≥ 4/6/7 are functionally homogeneous. Similarly, restricted to the modules with frequency ≥ 7, 36.5%/41.5%/100.0% of them with density ≥ 0.5/0.6/0.7 are functionally homogeneous.
We also used KEGG database (https://www.kegg.jp/) to obtain the association between discovered modules and known pathways [21] . If one module is found significantly enriched in one KEGG pathway, we declare this module to be functionally homogeneous in that pathway. 125 (62.5%) modules discovered by MiMod are proved to be functionally homogeneous, covering in total 243 KEGG pathways. A wide range of pathways were covered, including molecule binding, ATP activity, catalytic activity, translation repressor activity, kinase activity and transferase activity. For comparison, we also obtained the association information between modules discovered by NetsTensor and KEGG pathways. 42 (47.2%) modules discovered by NetsTensor were enriched in at least one KEGG pathways, covering in total 268 KEGG pathways.
We analyzed the characteristics of multi-hits to KEGG of modules discovered by MiMod and NetsTensor. The pathways matched by modules discovered by MiMod are less apt to multi-hits than that by NetsTensor, i.e. 97 (39.9%) and 116 (43.2%) pathways, respectively. On average, the pathways matched by the modules discovered by MiMod have more multi-hits than that by NetsTensor, 5.1 and 2.0 modules per pathway. The box-plot of the q-values in negative logarithm and the average mutual similarities between the node set of each pair of the modules matched to the same pathway are presented in FIGURE 2B and FIGURE 3B, respectively.
Similar to the results in FIGURE 4A, obvious relationships exist between the proportion of functionally homogeneous modules and the module density and frequency (FIGURE 4B). On one hand, restricted to the modules with density ≥ 0.4, 43.6%/58.6%/100.0% of the modules with frequency ≥ 5/7/8 were enriched in KEGG pathways. On the other hand, restricted to the modules with frequency ≥ 5, 43.6%/43.8%/60.0% of the modules with density ≥0.40/0.44/0.48 were enriched in KEGG pathways. The same observations can be seen from FIGURE 4B with that in FIGURE 4A.
b: TRANSCRIPTIONAL MODULE ANALYSIS
As genes belonging to one frequent network module are strongly co-expressed under different conditions, it is probable that they also represent a transcription module. To evaluate this probability, we downloaded all the human ChIP-seq profiles from Cistrome Data Browser (http://cistrome.org/db/#/), leading to 11348 bed files including 1347 transcription factors (TF) in total. For each TF, we retained the one profile containing the maximum number of peaks. In this way, we got in total 1347 profiles. To make sure of the data quality, we retained the top 20000 peaks ranked by the signal values in decreasing order for each profile [5] . If the transcription start site (TSS) of a gene is nearby the peaks of a TF within 5000 bp, we consider this gene to be a target of this TF. If the members of one module are highly enriched with q-value ≤ 0.01 by hyper-geometric test in the targets of a TF, then the TF is likely to actively regulate these genes under the given experimental conditions. In this case, we consider this module to be ''transcriptional homogeneous''. 200 (100.0%) of the modules discovered by MiMod were transcriptional homogeneous, compared to 87 (97.8%) by NetsTensor. The most frequently enriched TFs are FOXP1, FOXH1 and SMAD2/3, regulating genes of 130 (65.0%) of the discovered modules by MiMod.
c: PROTEIN COMPLEX AND INTERACTION ANALYSIS
We compared the discovered modules to the protein complexes in database COmprehensive ResoUrce of Mammalian protein complexes (CORUM) (https://mips.helmholtzmuenchen.de/corum/) [22] . 36 (18.0%) modules discovered by MiMod were enriched with q-value≤ 0.01 in the genes belonging to a protein complex, compared to 8 (9.0%) modules discovered by NetsTensor. These proteins possess diverse functions. We found that a number of modules were enriched in the gene sets belonging to different units of the same protein complex. For example, two modules discovered by MiMod are found significantly enriched in 40S ribosomal subunit and 60S ribosomal subunit, respectively. There also exists obvious relationship between the proportion of modules significantly enriched in the protein complexes with module density and frequency (FIGURE 4C).
We calculated the enrichments of protein-to-protein interactions (PPI) in database BioGrid (https://downloads. thebiogrid.org/BioGRID) in these modules [23] , and found that 177 (88.5%) of the modules discovered by MiMod overlapped with PPIs recruited in BioGrid, while 37 (41.6%) of the modules discovered by NetsTensor overlapped with PPIs. We also calculated the average number of PPIs overlapped with one module, the box plot of which is presented in FIGURE 5. 10.6 PPIs on average were overlapped with one module discovered by MiMod, while 2.1 PPIs were overlapped with that by NetsTensor.
d: MeSH TERM ENRICHMENT ANALYSIS
Medical Subject Heading (MeSH), containing 19 categories, provides comprehensive biomedical vocabulary that have not been collected by Gene Ontology and other biological annotations. What's more, MeSH possesses approximate twice the size of GO. In view of this fact, we also performed MeSH enrichment analysis for the frequent network modules [24] . We found that 159 (79.5%) of the modules discovered by MiMod were enriched in MeSH with q-value ≤ 0.01, while NetsTensor had 69 (77.5%) modules that were enriched in MeSH. Obvious relationship between the proportion of enriched modules and module density and frequency can also be observed in FIGURE 4D.
3) HIGHER-ORDER COOPERATIVITY IN PROTEIN COMPLEX NETWORKS
In addition to the analyses on cooperative relationships among genes inside the module (first-order analysis), we also performed analysis on the cooperativity among various modules in multiple datasets, which was called second-order analysis [5] , herein the cooperativity refers to the co-occurrence of modules across multiple datasets. For each module, we constructed a 0-1 vector of length n to represent whether this module occurs in each dataset. To quantify the cooperative relationships among these modules, we calculated the Euclidean distances between any pair of modules. Restricted to the modules that are enriched in the gene sets of at least one protein complex in CORUM, we built a second-order network in which nodes represent modules, and edges represent the strong cooperative relationships (Euclidean distance < 0.25). After deleting the isolated nodes, we get the network with 188 nodes presented in FIGURE 6A. Visualized in modularity structure (FIGURE 6B with the gene sets of similar protein complexes, i.e. the proteins annotated as ''Respiratory chain complex I (holoenzyme), mitochondrial'' and ''Ribosome, cytoplasmic''. It's clear that these two modules are closely overlapped with M1, which may serve as the reason for their enrichment in the gene sets of protein complexes belonging to the same categories.
B. CONSERVED FUNCTIONAL MODULES IN PROTEIN INTERACTION NETWORKS
In this section, we detect the frequent protein interaction modules from multiple human tissue-specific protein interaction networks, which were downloaded from Stanford Network Analysis Platform (SNAP) (http://snap.stanford.edu/snap/ index.html) [25] .
1) DATA DESCRIPTION AND MODULE DISCOVERY
We downloaded 144 human tissue-specific protein interaction networks from SNAP, of which we chose 13 human blood tissue-specific networks. Different from the 43 gene coexpression networks, these protein interaction networks are unweighted, and they each have different numbers of nodes (1884 ∼ 3326). The file list is given in TABLE 3.
We ran MiMod and NetsTensor and let them discover network modules under the same parameter setting with that on gene co-expression networks, i.e. occurring in at least 4 networks, with minimum density 0.4 and minimum size 4. We let each of them output as many as modules. For purpose of comparison, we consider at most the top-200 modules.
After running MiMod on the 13 human blood tissuespecific networks, we got 485 modules, of which the topranked 200 modules are composed of 5 ∼ 71 member proteins, occurring in 4 ∼ 13 networks and of density 0.4 ∼ 1.0. NetsTensor identified 4535 modules, of which the top-ranked 200 modules are composed of 5 ∼ 15 proteins, occurring in 4 ∼ 13 networks. The distribution of module sizes and frequencies of the two programs are presented in FIGURE 7 respectively. From FIGURE 7A and FIGURE 7B, we note that MiMod can identify modules of sizes in a wider range (5 ∼ 71), while NetsTensor identify modules of sizes within narrow intervals (5 ∼ 15) (FIGURE 7B). Unlike the results on gene co-expression networks, NetsTensor has a bigger proportion of modules possessing high frequencies, e.g. there're altogether 166 (83%) modules occurring in each of the 13 networks.
We also used the recovery score to compare the discovered modules directly, and found that the recovery score of NetsTensor by MiMod was 0.62, and the recovery score of MiMod by NetsTensor was 0.11. MiMod has covered a large proportion (62.0%) of protein sets of the modules identified by NetsTensor on average. However, there're still 38.0% of protein sets of the modules discovered by NetsTensor that are not covered by the protein sets of the modules discovered by MiMod.
We estimated the expected number of modules formed by noise edges in protein interaction networks by using the same method with that on gene co-expression networks. Note that the protein interaction networks are unweighted networks, hence q = q = 2.78 × 10 −18 herein. After statistical testing, we have n = 0 1 (k = 13, N = 3326, δ = 0.4, t = 10, M = 13). It's scarcely possible that the identified modules are actually formed by noise edges. Unlike the gene co-expression network, protein interaction networks are obtained from literature and curated more critically, which might serve as the reason for the scarcity of modules formed by noise edges. Therefore, the expected number of modules formed by noise edges almost equals zero across a wide range of module sizes and frequencies. For this reason, we don't enumerate the expected numbers of modules formed by noise edges for different network sizes and frequencies like in TABLE 2.
The same method was also used for the modules identified by NetsTensor. The expected number of modules formed by noise edges is 0 1 (k = 7, N = 3326, δ = 0.4, t = 12, M = 13). As shown by the calculation, NetsTensor is more robust to rule out the impact of noise edges on protein interaction networks than on gene co-expression networks. The probable reason for the difference of performance may be the smaller density of protein interaction networks.
2) DISCOVERED MODULES ARE LIKELY TO POSSESS BIOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE
To evaluate the biological significance of the discovered modules in protein interaction networks, we used the same methods with that on gene co-expression networks.
a: FUNCTIONAL MODULE ANALYSIS
Similarly, we evaluated the functional homogeneity of the set of proteins contained in each module by using the information of Gene Ontology (GO) and KEGG pathways by the same hypergeometric q-value cutoff 0.01. MiMod discovered in total 173 (86.5%) functionally homogeneous modules, covering 213 (74.7%) informative GO categories. Correspondingly, NetsTensor identified 170 (85.0%) functionally homogeneous modules, covering in total 157 (55.1%) informative GO categories. We also calculated the negative logarithm of q-values of the category-module matches for MiMod and NetsTensor. Comparatively, MiMod possesses more significant q-values than NetsTensor on average (FIGURE 8A). We counted the number of informative GO categories having multi-hits. Among the matched GO categories, there're 180 and 127 categories having multi-hits for MiMod and NetsTensor, respectively. Similar to the situation on gene co-expression data, the categories matched by modules of MiMod have more multi-hits than that of NetsTensor. There're 11.1 and 10.9 multi-hits on the categories matched by modules of MiMod and NetsTensor on average, respectively. We also calculated the average inner similarity scores among the modules matched to each category, the box-plots of which are plotted in FIGURE 9. It's clear that weaker similarities exist among modules discovered by MiMod than by NetsTensor. The functionally homogeneous modules discovered by MiMod cover a wide range of biological processes: regulation of signaling pathway, cellular response, cell differentiation and cell development, etc.
KEGG was also used to exploit the associations between identified modules and known pathways. 186 (93.0%) modules identified by MiMod were believed to be functionally homogeneous in at least one KEGG pathway, while 179 (89.5%) modules identified by NetsTensor were matched to KEGG pathways. 722 and 516 pathways were covered by modules identified by MiMod and NetsTensor, respectively.
Among the matched pathways, we counted the number of pathways that have multi-hits. MiMod identified 579 (80.2%) modules having multi-hits, while NetsTensor identified 412 (79.8%) modules having multi-hits. On average, there're 7.9 multi-hits per pathway matched by the modules discovered by MiMod. Comparatively, NetsTensor has more multihits on average, 10.0 multi-hits per pathway. The box-plot of the q-values in negative logarithm and the average mutual similarities between the node set of each pair of the modules matched to the same pathway are presented in FIGURE 8B and FIGURE 9B, respectively.
A wide range of pathways were matched, including molecule binding, regulator activity, transporter activity and histone deacetylase activity, etc. 
b: TRANSCRIPTIONAL MODULE ANALYSIS
We evaluated the transcriptional homogeneity of the discovered protein interaction modules and found that 197 (98.5%) modules discovered by MiMod were enriched with q-value ≤ 0.01. NetsTensor (200 (100.0%)) has a slightly higher proportion of transcriptional homogeneous modules among all its discovered modules. The most enriched transcription factors are FOXP1, EOMES, FOXH1, FMAD2/3 and GATAD1, which regulate in total genes of 166 (83.0%) modules discovered by MiMod.
c: PROTEIN COMPLEX AND INTERACTION ANALYSIS
We compared the discovered modules to the known protein complexes in CORUM. 75 (37.5%) modules discovered by MiMod were enriched with q-value ≤ 0.01 in the genes belonging to a protein complex, compared to 38 (19.0%) modules discovered by NetsTensor. These proteins possess diverse functions. There are in total 62 protein complexes matched by the modules discovered by MiMod, while 32 by NetsTensor. We found that a large number of modules were enriched in small protein complexes, such as IkappaB kinase complex, Ubiquitin E3 ligase, MRN complex and SNARE complex, etc.
We calculated the enrichments of protein-to-protein interactions BioGrid in these modules, and found that 198 (99.0%) of the modules discovered by MiMod overlapped with PPIs recruited in BioGrid, while 200 (100.0%) of the modules discovered by NetsTensor overlapped with PPIs. We also calculated the average number of PPIs overlapped with one module, the box plot of which is presented in FIGURE 10. 68.7 PPIs on average were overlapped with one module discovered by MiMod, while 9.6 PPIs were overlapped with that by NetsTensor.
d: MeSH TERM ENRICHMENT ANALYSIS
We performed MeSH enrichment analysis for the frequent network modules. We found that 180 (90.0%) of the modules discovered by MiMod were enriched in MeSH with q-value ≤ 0.01, while NetsTensor had 200 (100.0%) modules that VOLUME 7, 2019 were enriched in MeSH. Yet there are in total 86 MeSH terms matched by the modules discovered by MiMod, while 77 terms by NetsTensor, comparatively.
We did not perform the analysis of investigating the relationship between the proportion of functionally homogeneous modules with module density and frequency, because the proportion of functionally homogeneous modules discovered in these protein interaction networks is large evaluated by GO (86.5%), KEGG (93%), CORUM (98.5%), ENCODE (37.5%) and MeSH (90.0%). Under this circumstance, subtle changes in the proportion of functionally homogeneous modules will be produced with the changing in density and frequency.
3) HIGHER-ORDER COOPERATIVITY IN PROTEIN COMPLEX NETWORKS
Restricted to the modules that are enriched in the protein sets of at least one protein complex in CORUM, we built a second-order network containing 181 nodes using the same method with that on gene co-expression networks (FIGURE 11A). Visualized in modularity structure (FIGURE 11B), this network is composed of 29 connected components having 2 ∼ 55 nodes, among which 4 noticeable components M1-M2-M3-M4 occupy an important position. Each of the 4 modules has at least one node overlapped with the proteins of protein complexes in CORUM database. These 4 modules (M1, M2, M3 and M4) each contains 5 ∼ 44 nodes. In the largest module (M2 in FIGURE 11B) composed of 55 nodes, 13 nodes are enriched in the protein set of annotated protein complexes. As to M1 and M3, they both have 6 nodes enriched in the protein set of protein complexes, while M4 has only one node enriched in protein set of protein complexes.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have developed a pipeline based on clustering on the newly-introduced compatible graphs and locally biclustering to mine the frequent network modules in multiple networks. We ran this program together with NetsTensor under the same parameter setting on the same 43 gene co-expression networks and 13 human blood tissue-specific protein interaction networks, and identified a great many frequent network modules. We found that MiMod identified network modules of more biological significance than NetsTensor. To be specific, the identified modules are likely to represent biological processes, metabolic pathways, protein complexes or transcriptional modules. In brief, the proposed approach is well-positioned to learn from both biological networks inferred from omic data (e.g. gene co-expression networks) and biological networks inferred from literature (e.g. PPI networks).
Future developmental directions in this area lie in three aspects: i) It is of significance to develop parallelized version of MiMod, since it is feasible to distribute the construction and clustering of compatible graphs, the biclustering and the subsequent graph clustering jobs onto a number of subroutines. ii) In view of the robust characteristic of MiMod, maybe different types of networks, i.e. weighted networks and unweighted networks, directed and undirected networks, PPI networks, metabolic networks and even exon co-splicing networks can be integrated into one hybrid framework to analyze. Presently, gene co-expression networks and exon cosplicing networks have been integrated to mine coupled twolayered networks [26] , yet more complex types of data have not been involved. iii) As for the density and frequency of modules, it is necessary to develop more sophisticated system to strike a better balance between these two measures.
